




The Mlamp suggests a way of presenting a light bulb in its purest 
form, stripped of the non-essential. 

M stands for meter: 3M is 3 meter of iron.

| 3Mlamp |
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870 mm 470 mm

socket (E27) + switch

standard light bulb
(E27, 25W)

4m textile electrical wire

plug

ø10mm

3Mlamp € 300 incl. vat





Chair.01 consists of a steel frame supporting a leather or wooden seat and 
back rest.

Chair.01 is made in series of 20 pieces. 

Serie 4
 20 chairs, 
 coloured steel frames with leather back and seat,   
 back and bottom have 4 alternating colours

| Chair.01 | 

Chair.01 € 480 incl. vat
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Serie 5
 20 chairs, 
 coloured steel frames with wooden back and seat,   
 backs and bottom have 4 alternating colours 





Stacked solid wooden beams, 15cm in diameter, form a bedframe. 
The ends rest on each other, hook into each other.

The wood is douglas pine, but is variable.

= 210x230x40cm

| Bernd | 

2300 mm

400 mm

2100 mm

Bernd € 1750 incl. vat





A cylindrical stone encasing a spherical lightbulb. Both the 
diameter and the height of the stone equal the diameter of the 
lightbulb. The lightbulb carves its way through the stone pedestal, 
rotating around the stone. Litho is a moment in this perpetual 
motion. 

The litho is produced in cooperation with Lieven Goetinck and 
stone carver Peter Vromman.

Litho is produced in series of 20.
For every edition, a different type of stone is carved.

The first series is made of a terrazzo pedestal
The second series is made of a blue stone pedestal

| Litho | 

Litho € 320 incl. vat
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Iron square tubes are assembled according to the three orthogonal axes. 
Wood slides into these connections.

The XZ-axes are connected and form the table surface.
Oak wooden planks form the tabletop.
The Y-axis defines the height of the table.

=80x200x75 cm
dimensions are negotiable

| XYZ |
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XYZ € 1800 incl. vat




